*Part Includes:
- Clamp: Part Number NBC-17.375-2, 2 pcs.
- Shear Ring: Part Number SRC-39, 1 pc.
- See additional drawings for these parts.

DESCRIPTION:
Coupling 10\" AC/Ductile Iron x 10\" Cast Iron/Plastic

5051-1010RC

PART WEIGHT:
5.63 lbs.

MIN/Max TEMP.
-30/140 Degrees F

PRESSURE TESTED:
4.3 PSI

MATERIAL:
Flexible PVC 60 Duro Shore A

INSTALLATION TORQUE:
60\' Lbs.

CONFORMS TO ASTM:
D5926, C1173

TOLERANCES:
.X = Fractional
.XX = ±0.060
.XXX = ±0.032
ANG. = ±0.5°

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
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